Position:

Revit Facilitator & BIM Coordinator
for Commercial / High-end Residential Architectural Firm

Location:

Bozeman, Montana

Locati is expanding our Revit team. We specialize in custom, highly detailed architecture. Our team members
have a wide range of education and expertise while all sharing in the overall interest and excitement to
collectively develop architecture that transcends people’s expectations and experiences. With this, Locati is
looking for team players to help advance the firm’s Revit goals and efficiencies with the following qualifications
and interests; however, all listed are not required:
1. Willing to adapt, learn and advance Locati standards of drawing production.
2. Approachable and willing to continually learn about architecture, building systems and
materials.
3. Organize and lead regular committee meetings, determining & delegating Revit based tasks.
4. Provide one-on-one and small group Revit training as well as full office information distribution.
5. Provide Revit leadership through clear and effective education and team communication.
6. Frequently report to company leadership on various aspect of the firms transition of CAD users to Revit.
7. Manage and document office standards with improvements to the company’s templates and
library based on feedback from users and observations made while reviewing current project
models.
8. Periodic review and feedback of Revit models under construction, including maintenance and clean-up.
9. Periodically author a variety of resources such as videos, quick-tips, documents, etc.
10. Continual search, together with project managers & partners, for preferred Revit based consultants while
looking for consultants with same interest in pushing the technology to its limits for maximum efficiencies
and graphical output. This may include defining expectations through BIM implementation plans, frequent
model reviews & feedback to consultants.
11. Proactively provide ideas to further develop Revit use and designer’s efficiency.
12. Understanding of BIM 360 workflows & optimizing value from consultants.
13. Understanding of construction documents and some industry standards.
14. Knowledge of building parametric families (.rfa).
15. Setting families with parameters so they are easily edited within the project & teaching these skills to
others in the office.
16. Understands the inter-related aspects of nested-shared families, parameters, object styles, patterns,
filters, etc.
17. Using smart tag features to help office document production.
18. Understanding of terrain modeling best practices.
19. Dynamo scripting experience is desired, but not essential.
CONTACT: Send cover letter, resume, work examples to: careers@locatiarchitects.com
Compensation DOE + benefits

